A Brief Introduction to Redflag Linux Desktop 3.2
Through concerted efforts of legions of Linux vendors at home and abroad,
Linux operating system has grown increasingly field-proven, Linux-native
applications come out in endless stream and user-friendly easy-to-use GUIs
are already in place. At present, Linux operating system has become an
established efficient OS finding access to government offices. Thanks to the
unreserved support from the Government, Redflag, devoting itself to the
development of excellent software, succeeds in developing the latest desktop
OS suitable for Internet access and office applications. Taking into
consideration the user-friendly GUI, easy-to-use for end-user, operation
security and system reliability, Redflag introduces the up-to-date OA-oriented
Linux Desktop 3.2.
Redflag Linux Desktop 3.2 introduces the latest and stable KDE desktop
environment. The interface, beautiful and decent, is similar to that of Windows
operating system, enabling convenient operation for a green hand. It is an
easy task for users to migrate from Windows to Linux environment, without any
adaptability churn. The Desktop 3.2, coming complete with the latest and
stable core, exhibits exceptional stability and reliability, providing a reliable
platform for Internet access and office applications. The new version is
designed on principle of simplicity and pragmatism, in which all the
applications are clear at a glance, allowing users to easily find the desired
applications ranging from Internet access, graphic and image processing,
multimedia applications to entertainment and games. Combined with Office
suite, the new version is capable of processing directly Office documents
including Chinese content editing and printing and the like tasks, completely
satisfying the needs of government, business office and consumers for Internet
access, education and entertainment.

Premium performance of Redflag Linux Desktop 3.2
User-friendly easy-to-use interactive GUI
To accommodate operating habits of the former Linux users and facilitate
users to access the Internet through Linux, Redflag Linux Desktop 3.2
introduces the latest stable KDE desktop environment featuring agreeable
GUI, Windows-like Interface and shortcut key operation. The desktop and
menu follow the design principle of simplicity and pragmatism, where, all
applications are clear at a glance, consequently, users are allowed to find
with ease their applications. The brand-new control panel and
Windows-like configuration tools enable users to migrate without any
ill-adaptation from Windows to Linux environment.
Fully Chinesized information processing platform
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Desktop3.2 supports Chinese character standard GB18030 and has a
vector font library containing up to 27,000 Chinese characters, allowing
input and printing of GB18030-coded Chinese characters. In addition, it
provides users with GUIs fitting in with the operating habit of Chinese
people, including Chinesized menu, dialog box, hint, help, time display
format and currency format. Desktop3.2 comes complete with the classical
Chinese input method, i.e., the latest Intelligent ABC 6.0 to facilitate users
to enter Chinese characters. In addition, with the newly added entry
method adding tool, it is possible to add the third-party-provided or
user-defined entry methods.
Easy-to-use functions
Desktop3.2 will provide you with the following new functions: exchange
files with other computers installing Linux and Windows through the shared
file folder; access a shared file by way of the network neighborhood;
exchange text, images and the like data between different applications
through clipboard and make full use of the new recycle bin to retrieve the
files deleted by mistake. The latest package manager provides end-users
with convenient addition, deletion and management functions.
Abundant applications
Desktop3.2 integrates dialup tool, browser for Internet access and e-mail
receiving/sending endowing you with unrestrained freedom of online
surfing. Meanwhile, you may have a drawing application GIMP that is
equally powerful as Photoshop and use Gtksee to browse quickly your
collection of memorable and interesting pictures. At leisure, enjoy an old
song with MP3 player or appreciate a Hollywood blockbuster with VCD
player, bringing out the best in working and rest.
Unparalleled software and hardware support
Desktop3.2 is armed with the automatic hardware detecting feature. When
detecting a new hardware, the system will automatically pop up a
configuration window for the hardware concerned. Not only more hardware
including CPU, graphics accelerator, sound card, Ethernet card, ISDN,
ADSL, modern as well as soft modem are supported, but also it is possible
to implement automatic hard disk detecting after unexpected power
outage.
User groups of Redflag Desktop 3.2
Featuring user-friendly GUI, easy-to-use for users, operating security and
system reliability, Desktop3.2 is designed integrating desktop applications of
Internet access, education and entertainment for the following user groups:
Government and institutions
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E-administration and business’ move to use licensed software remarkably
increase the purchase volume of the software versions while accelerating its
popularization pace. Redflag Desktop 3.2 will be a good choice to save large
investment, which will reduce the customers’ capital and operating costs while
providing them with adequate functions close and similar to those of its
counterparts (like Windows).
OEM users
In the current market featuring cutthroat competition, it is necessary for an
OEM to pre-equip its branded computer with a complete, easy-to-use and
cost-effective OS for the end-users’ benefits. Redflag Desktop3.2 is none other
than such a high performance/price OS for household and office applications.
In addition, its exceptional hardware compatibility enables a wider hardware
choice for OEMs.
Consumers
Redflag Desktop3.2 features a number of functions suitable for individual users,
including file sharing, network neighborhood, clipboard and abundant
applications. Individual users can, by virtue of Redflag Desktop3.2, come in
contact with Linux to know about it and find pleasure in using it.
What in the package
System installation disk: 1
User manual: 1
Software license: 1
System requirements
Intel Pentium and compatible CPU. CPU above PII and memory above
128MB are recommended.
Hard drive with 1.5GB spare space at least.
Bootable CD-ROM.
VGA or higher-resolution monitor.
Keyboard.
Mouse.
Optional network adapter (include Ethernet card and modem).
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